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Is Penis Enlargement Possible?
A bigger penis is possible, of this there is absolutely no doubt. Even if we discount the fact
that we are in an age where women can reshape their breasts at a whim and changing our
noses, filling our lips, raising our cheeks and tucking our ears barely warrant mention, the
simple act of stretching the flaccid elements of our bodies is a human tradition that began
with the earliest civilizations. Humans have, in fact, been stretching earlobes, nostrils, lips
and, yes, penises since time immemorial. And if you’re still sceptical, just look at the many
cultures throughout history that have used neck rings to elongate their necks to incredibly
disproportionate lengths.
There is, therefore, no reason to believe that the body will
not respond to continuous force applied to the penis by
adding tissue and thus increase its overall size. There are
many testimonials and manufacturer funded clinical tests to
support this theory, and unless millions of people are lying
or deluding themselves en masse, we have to believe there
is some truth to the matter. When we filter out all of the
hopelessly exaggerated claims and inevitable advertising
fluff, what remains is the consistently recurring and
reasonably tenable notion that a well-implemented regime
with a legitimate extender will increment penis length by
about one inch, or 2.5 cm.
Thankfully, we also have clinical medical trials adding much needed credence to this
phenomenon. Perhaps the most important medical evidence comes from the 2008 trial
conducted at the San Giovanni Battista Hospital, University of Turin, in Italy. This study
tracked fifteen patients who applied the device for four hours per day over a six-month
period. The patients’ penises were measured at regular intervals and the results
demonstrated significant and permanent increases of “1.7 and 2.3 cm for the stretched and
the flaccid length, respectively”.
The results of these tests were published in the May 2009 edition of the British Journal of
Urology International and have been widely accepted by the medical community as
preliminary evidence of the efficacy of penile elongation devices. It should be noted that,
while some corresponding increase in girth, or penis width, was noted, it was not
considered significant in proportion to the registered gains in length.
With so many interested parties in the penis enlargement industry, we can rest assured that
more clinical testing and research will follow. We can, however, even now safely pronounce
that not only is penile elongation possible, it can be achieved safely and easily and without
the need for surgical intervention. The current devices on the market have about two
decades’ worth of development behind them, so while on the one hand we can be confident
that we are entering an arena where the products are quite mature in evolutionary terms
and able to effectively address many, if not all, of the known side-effects associated with
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such treatment, there is no reason not to believe that further innovation cannot bear fruit
to even more effective treatments.
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Does Penis Size Actually Matter?
The desire for a larger penis is deeply entrenched in the psyche of men and spans
geographical borders, cultural boundaries and historical timelines. What we are talking
about is nothing less than the essence of
man, primordial identity. The penis is a
symbol of strength, power, vigour and
manhood.
Manhood in this modern era, however,
stands for something new; it is no longer
about potency and domination. Manhood
today is about the personal reward and
satisfaction we feel when we are able to
please our partners sexually.
Making our more temperamental and
sexually complex counterparts climax is no mean feat, and we can use all the help we can
get.
Doing well in bed is important, it’s extremely important. There are always those who will
come along and play down its significance, but as with all things in life, nothing confirms a
rule better than an exception. Another simple rule of life is that you can’t do anything well
without confidence. If a man isn’t sure his partner is enjoying the moment, then he won’t let
his instinct take over and take the experience to new levels, which is the key to fabulous sex.
Doing the same thing ad infinitum is not what is described as good sex. The same position,
the same rhythm, the same rigmarole; they all spell death for a good sex life and while there
is no rule saying that the man has to always take the initiative, it is generally one of those
situations where women do not mind letting the man take control and transport them to
ecstasy.
Some may cite a general lack in clinical evidence concerning the relationship between the
size of a man’s penis and the derived sexual pleasure of his partner, but we all know there
are few things less blatantly obvious. There can be no denying that the more contact a penis
makes with the vaginal cavity of a woman, the more pleasurable it is for her, and if women
haven’t been telling us for aeons that they prefer larger penises, then there is some serious
social misconception going on. Penis extenders are confidence extenders; they don’t just
make us have sex better, they make us walk, talk and sleep better.
The reasons for wanting a bigger penis can be dubious in many cases, and it’s perfectly
understandable given the taboos and confusion men have to deal with, usually alone
without any reference or feedback, through the most difficult and complex ages of their
lives. It’s a facet of a man’s life that can generate as much torment as it can satisfaction. But
from a Machiavellian perspective, there is really a tremendous amount of benefit we can
reap from this possibly ill-conceived desire. We can give more, and when it comes to sex, it
really is just as good, if not better, than getting more. Our overall happiness is like a check
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list of all the things we want and need in life. These lists, of course, vary from person to
person, but if love and sex aren’t among the most fundamental tenets of a good life, then
nothing is.
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The Benefits of a Bigger Penis
In some cases, an abnormally small penis is a purely medical concern, where the penis is
well below the human average in size and can thus provoke health problems such as
complications during urination. This condition is known as “Micropenis” and is generally
associated with birth defects and hormone deficiencies during development in the womb or
immediately following birth. The most common treatment for this condition is a short stint
of intensive hormone therapy. Surgical remediation is rarely used as the results have been
shown to be largely ineffective.
Personal reasons for enlarging penises that are not so small as to warrant medical attention
are more associated with psychological well-being and, apart from exaggerated and
unreasonable cases, are quite valid. It is no coincidence that very few men talk about the
harrowing experiences they have had in public, office and school urinals. Unlike women,
men are generally forced to expose their penises to the curious eyes of onlookers and, while
many readers may smirk, it can be so traumatic for some, that the effects are carried
throughout the rest of their lives.
School urinals are especially disastrous, as penis sizes vary
wildly according to children’s growth phases, and
spectators, who are understandably still immature, can be
particularly callous in their observations and their
willingness to disseminate the news amongst their peers.
And then we come out of adolescence, shocked, scarred
and afraid. By now we’ve heard countless rap heroes and
heroines respectively recounting how big theirs is and how
big they want it to be. And in the real world the average
man’s penis is unlikely to be as big as they would like. But
even if we have not been driven to insanity during the
dark teenage years, and our now fully-developed frontal lobes equip us with the reason,
perspective and proportion that comes with maturity, the desire for a larger penis does not
wane.
The reasons behind this desire should, however, also come of age, so to speak. A bigger
penis for a normal, well-balanced contributor to society should never be about wielding
some kind of terrifying new weapon, or besting your peers with a sword they cannot hope
to rival in length. In fact, a bigger penis shouldn’t really be about you at all, directly, that is.
The real benefit from a larger penis is the added pleasure you can give your partner in the
bedroom.
It is about shifting your attention away from whether or not they are feeling anything to
when, how and where your partner gets worked up the most. A bigger penis can give you
the confidence to take your sexual prowess to new levels and drive your partner to climax as
many times as you, if not more. You won’t find real men measuring each other’s penises in
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the toilets, you’ll find them caressing their partners and asking what they liked and didn’t
like, and what they would perhaps like to try next time. That is real love; that is real sex.
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What Should I Use for Penis Enlargement?
The oldest known technique for penis enlargement is the Jelq technique, which is said to
have been developed in ancient times in the Middle East. Jelqing involves putting pressure
with your thumb and index finger around the base of your penis when it is not erect, and
gently pushing downwards towards the glans in a milking motion while maintaining the
same initial pressure, effectively forcing blood through around the vessels at elevated
pressures. Biologically speaking, the added pressure causes minor lacerations in the blood
vessels, which in turn invokes regenerative responses that ultimately lead to larger vascular
circuitry and increased penis dimensions.
Surgical methods (yes, you are wincing as I am) for penile enlargement include severing the
ligament that connects the penis to the pelvis, reconnecting the front of the scrotum further
back down the shaft of the penis, and the use of fatty implants to widen the penis. The
drawbacks and risks regarding surgical procedures, including infection, impotency and
deformation, are almost unanimously regarded by the medical community as far
outweighing any benefit, and are thus never condoned by respectable practitioners.
Two very simple and sensible techniques that do not require surgery and can do you no
harm are shaving the hair around you penis and trimming some of the fat off your belly.
Both techniques, of course, have nothing to do with enlarging your penis, but they do aid in
the perception of a larger penis as both hair and fat have a habit of encroaching onto the
shaft and thus hiding its true length.
Penis pumps employ another strategy whereby vacuum pressure is used to draw blood into
the penis. This method is considered a legitimate medical procedure to combat temporary
impotence and Peyronie's disease, which can shorten the penis and cause unnatural
curvature. Unfortunately, this procedure has little or no effect when it comes to sustained
penis enlargement, and overly zealous attempts to promote enlargement with excessive
vacuum pressure has often led to rather counterproductive outcomes such as the bursting
of blood vessels and blistering of the skin.
With the development that has gone into penis elongation devices over almost two decades
now, there really is little question as to which solution to choose when it comes to making
your penis bigger. When considering all the factors including time, cost, safety, efficacy and
convenience, the other methods simply do not come close to penis extenders. There is no
denying that these devices have their downsides and shortcomings; extenders can cause
cuts, abrasions and skin reactions, they can be uncomfortable and require constant
adjustment, they are certainly not without cost and can cause considerable embarrassment
if a user is caught unawares while wearing it.
When considering the alternatives, however, traction extenders have many advantages,
with the most singular being that they actually do increase the length of the penis.
Extenders are big business nowadays and there are numerous forums, blogs, web sites and
videos expunging the myths surrounding these devices and hailing their virtues. So, if you’re
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really serious about making your penis bigger, do your research, make sure you can dedicate
the time and effort, and then, by all means, take the plunge.
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What are Penis Extenders?

Penis extenders are mechanical devices that are attached to the penis and manually
adjusted in order to apply a consistent tractive force which gradually extends the penis. The
idea behind these devices does not represent any radical biological or medical concept, and
can be likened to the corrective action of the braces on our teeth. Used correctly and
according to doctors’ and manufacturers’ instructions, these simple devices should not have
any adverse effects on the user and can normally ensure an increase in penis length in the
order of 25 mm. If you have never seen one, you can imagine miniature versions of a silicon
gun without the trigger, or a leg brace.
Generally speaking, there are two rings which fit on to the penis at the base and at the
head, or glans. The base ring is usually the most rudimentary component as it simply serves
as a buttress and guide ring; it is often made of plastic. Better manufacturers add value and
sophistication to the base ring by using a moulded piece which conforms to the pelvic region
around the base of the penis for added comfort, and they also allow for limited device
rotation or inclination, again to better conform to the differing shapes of individuals’
penises.
The head assembly is also a ring, but is usually far more sophisticated. This section has the
rather delicate task of holding the head of the penis as it is being gently pushed away from
the body. As you may well imagine, prolonged use of alien objects around this very sensitive
area of the penis can lead to severe irritation and discomfort. This is why the more serious
market providers go to many lengths to reduce any associated trauma.
The head ring mainly consists of a semi-circular cradle on the ventral- or under-side of the
glans, and a noose or strap which circles around the corona and is fastened to the cradle,
thus holding the penis head in place. A layer of padding or foam is usually placed between
the fastener and the glans to buffer the contact area.
Connecting the two rings are the longitudinal rods which are adjustable in two ways: the
first adjustment is to conform to the length of the penis and is generally resolved by
supplying rods of different lengths, or segments which can be added or subtracted to create
the desired length; the second adjustment involves a fine-tuning mechanism to adjust the
pressure exerted on the penis, this can be achieved via threaded sections which allow
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extension or contraction of the rods via axial rotation. The rods usually have springs in order
to maintain a constant tractive force even after inevitable shifting and movement.
Perhaps the single most important aspect of penis extenders is their safety. While there
have been cases reported of tissue damage and burst blood vessels, these are commonly
associated with misuse and accidents. Penis extenders are static devices with no electrical
or motorised components and users have absolutely no need to ingest dubious pills or
syrups to induce penis augmentation.
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How Do Penis Extenders Work?
Penis extenders are effective because they simply employ a light force over time to gently
elongate the penis. This process is known as traction. Some might say that you are
stretching the penis, but it is actually a little more complicated than that.
To better understand the function of penis extenders, it is worthwhile doing a little
preparatory anatomy. The penis consists of the base or root section, the shaft which also
includes the head or glans, and the enveloping skin tissue. A suspensory ligament connects
the penis to the pelvis and provides support during erection. The urethra is a thin tube
passing from the bladder to the prostate and then into and along the under- or ventral-side
of the penis through to the glans, where it can eject urine and sperm.
Surrounding the urethra is a soft tissue region known as the spongiosum. Two similar but
larger tissue regions known as corpus cavernosum run parallel along the top- or dorsal-side
of the penis and surround the two principal arteries carrying blood into the penis. In effect,
the corpus cavernosum are the sections which provide most of the blood and bulk to the
penis during erection, and it is the magnitude of these very sections which we aim to
increase in the pursuit of larger penises.

As you may by now have realised, the penis is most certainly not a muscle, it consists,
rather, of soft, spongy tissue much like our stomachs and other bodily organs. This basic fact
means that no amount of exercise can increase the mass of the penis, as we might expect
with our biceps or calves; if only it were that simple. Men are therefore obliged to seek
other avenues if they seek to increase the size of their penis. If we rule out surgery, and we
really should, discount food supplements and the like, forget about exercises that can’t
work, then we are left with penis extenders as the only logical solution.
So, what happens when we subject our penises to controlled periods of tractive force? At
the microscopic level, stretching causes minute lacerations in the tissue cells, which in turn
provoke an automatic response from the body to generate new tissue in the region,
effectively forcing the penis to grow. This process also promotes greater blood circulation in
the area and the blood vessels increase in size to accommodate the added flow. All of this
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makes for a longer and slightly wider penis. Users often also notice harder and longerlasting erections after undertaking this form of treatment.
It is important to remember that the key to proper use, and significant and sustained penis
enlargement, is time. Penile elongation is an incremental process and users are required to
wear the device for between four and six hours a day. Many manufacturers recommend two
equal stints of two or three hours in the morning or during the day and the same in the
evening or at night. There are, of course, certain factors to consider regarding work and
lifestyle before implementing a convenient regime which can be repeated on a daily basis
over a period of at least several months.
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SizeGenetics - Product Description

What is SizeGenetics?
The SizeGenetics™ device is a penis extender, but it can also go by other names such as the
penis stretcher and the penis enlarger. They have been around for decades, and work by
placing a steady tension along the penis, and thus encouraging it to grow. This tension
gently pulls on the penis over a long period of time, encouraging cell duplication to occur, in
which new cells are created to help accommodate the
penises’ new extension.
Why to use SizeGenetics:
Can Extend The Penis By Inches
Is Used By Penis Enlargement Surgeons
Can Help Straighten Curvatures In The Penis
Click Here To Connect With the Official SizeGenetics
Website
Does SizeGenetics Work?
Yes. The SizeGenetics™ device is based on real science,
and this method of lengthening is used in other medical
and cultural procedures. Thanks to this technology, limb
stretching procedures are possible to help people with
stunted arms or legs. In fact the early versions of this
device were used by penis enlargement surgeons to help
give their patients the best results from their penis enlargement surgeries.
What Are The Benefits Of Using SizeGenetics?
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Can extend the penis by inches
Can help straighten curvatures in the penis
Is used by real penis enlargement surgeons
Is a Medical Type 1 Device
Is clinically tested and available for men of all ages
Is supported by a published clinical study
Can help increase your confidence in the bedroom by extending your penis
Is endorsed by key medical professionals all over the world
Has over 16 successful years in the market
Fast delivery from distribution depots in the UK and US
TV & magazine coverage. Including GQ Magazine & Channel 4 in the UK
Click Here To Connect With the Official SizeGenetics Website
Comfortable
The SizeGenetics™ device has a 16 Way Comfort Strap, meaning that the device can be
worn in 16 different ways.

Most extenders only give you one way to wear theirs, and if the device is uncomfortable,
your customers aren’t going to see results. In addition to this, the device uses a MDA (multi
directional angling) design and includes Traction Plus Powder and Revita Cream to make
the experience even more comfortable.
SizeGenetics in Pictures:
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Click Here To Connect With the Official SizeGenetics Website
Registered and Medically Backed
The SizeGenetics™ device is a fully registered medical type 1 device, which has the medical
backing of several doctors who are experts in the field of sexual health and wellbeing.
Extras and Bonuses with SizeGenetics
Below are couple of the reasons why the SizeGenetics Ultimate System is top choice:
16 Comfort Strap + Velcro X Strap
Thanks to these straps, SizeGenetics has been designed to be the MOST
COMFORTABLE extender available to buy today.
Comfort means customers can wear the device for longer and will see
results faster.
FREE PenisHealth DVD
When customer buys SizeGenetics system, they will also get PenisHealth,
a penis health program which has proven to help improve erection size,
strength & power!
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Essential for people looking to dominate their sex lives.
Tractions Plus Powder / Revita Cream
Extending the penis can sometimes be rough on the skin of the penis,
which is why SizeGenetics comes with these two additional supplements.
Designed to protect the penis' skin, it's amazing that no other extender
offers these essential extras.
Device Wipes
Amazingly not everyone offers these, but these wipes can be used to
keep the SizeGenetics extender hygienically clean.
After all it works on a sensitive area of a man's body, so these are
important for the user's health and wellbeing.
Spare Parts
SizeGenetics will come with additional spare parts. These can be used by
to increase the length of the device or replace parts that where down in
time.
SizeGenetics is designed to be a useable product in the long.
LoveCentria Access (54+ Online DVDs)
Every SizeGenetics system purchase comes with access to 54 DVDs worth
of sexually exciting and informative content through LoveCentria.
LoveCentria is one of the largest online sex guides, with interactive
features, videos and titillating advice on how to please women… and it's
ALL FREE when purchasing the full system.
Aftersale Support
Finally… SizeGenetic's relationship with customer does not end after the
purchase. SizeGenetics has specially trained support team on standby to
advise and aid customers so that they can get the most out of their
device.
Click Here To Connect With the Official SizeGenetics Website
Money Back Guarantee
SizeGenetics™ includes a 180 day money back guarantee. Simply try
the device for 120 days, and if you see no results you get your
money back!
Many competitors offer some sort of guarantee, but many of them
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have unfair terms or don’t run for as long as 180 days.
Get an Exclusive $50 Discount
SizeGenetics™ is currently running a promotion, so that if a customer sends their before and
after photos to SizeGenetics™, they will get a complete refund. No other penis extender
company offers this kind of promotion at this time and is a MASSIVE reason why customers
should choose SizeGenetics™ over other devices.
Discount Code: WORLD50
On the checkout page enter your discount code to receive $50 discount.
Click Here To Use Your SizeGenetics Discount

Click Here To Visit the Official SizeGenetics Website
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